Educational Resources and Development

Most classes: (big map)
Enter Lutheran’s main entrance, take a right at the tree house and look for the elevator bay on the left. Take the elevator to the lower level, then follow the map below for the specific classroom.

Kachmann Auditorium: (small, outdoor map)
Park near MOB2 (the 7910 building), enter under the canopy. As soon as you are in the building, look for stairs on the left. Take the stairs to the lower level.


Lutheran Hospital
7950 W. Jefferson • Fort Wayne N 46804
Main line: 260.435.7453 or 1.800.444.2001

LOWER LEVEL (GROUND FLOOR) AT LUTHERAN HOSPITAL

KACHMANN AUDITORIUM

Hallway to MOB 2 and Kachmann Auditorium

Hallway to MOB 1